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The present paper suggests that
the logic of ISLM, as understood
by Keynes, permits a dynamic
version of it. The latter can illus-
trate a short run that can cap-
ture growth prospect facing it.
This understanding shows that
growth prospects define the mon-
etary prospects that in turn de-
termine the rate of interest, as a
monetary phenomenon. The co-
movement of interest rate and
prices is a response to growth
prospects, and the former plays
the signaling device to indicate
the growth prospects facing the
current period. The broader con-
clusion is monetary policy should
play a passive role and align the
rate of interest to actual growth
prospects; the policy focus is on
the management of the growth
prospects
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Introduction

Monetary policy generally targets thecurrent short run, and in the orthodoxstance, short run is defined by the ortho-dox static price theory. In this under-standing, an economy can experiencenormal growth (and adjustments to pro-ductivity shocks) if in the short run, thevalues of the crucial variables reflectfundamentals of static price theory. Theonly (or primary) source of short run in-stability comes from monetary distur-bances, which in turn can disrupt adjust-ments to productivity shocks. This under-standing, for instance, is also central tothe New Keynesian Taylor’s rule that,following Wicksell (1898), articulates thatif banks create credit at “low” rate ofinterest, the consequent higher endog-enous growth of money can lead to in-flation (Lavoie, 2006 for a critical reviewof the rule). The low rate is defined inrelation to the fundamentals of pricetheory where the real (natural) rate ofinterest is the one that corresponds to theactual use of capital stock for the pro-duction of consumer goods and definesa potential output in the period i.e. themarginal productivity of the capital-basednatural rate of interest. The rule onlyadds that due to price rigidities, the aboveaggregate demand-led inflation in a cer-
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tain range can permit output to increaseup to the potential output (Sims, 2014).Then, the natural real rate of interestcomes with some inflation. However, ifan economy were to experience exog-enous embodied technological progress,which has a propensity to grow, but con-firms the price theory’s marginal produc-tivity theory (with the inflation), the natu-ral rate of interest would increase pari
passu with the rate of growth. The ruleof interest rate management to manageinflation adjusts (at least in principle) theactual one to this real rate of interest, inevery short period.

The above monetary theory, however,remains silent on realism with respect tohow the short run decisions/fundamen-tals generate actual and current growthprospects. The latter are held to be vari-able, but not to be analyzed by the eco-nomic theory; the fundamentals cannotindicate the current growth prospects(Solow, 2000).
On the other hand, Keynes (1936-henceforth GT)’s monetary policy wouldargue in favor of low interest rates tosustain higher growth prospects. Here,GT is an attempt to provide a short runthat can incorporate growth propensities– actually, it is conceptualized on the ba-sis of “investment” that can define growthprospects. As would be argued later,Keynes maintained that the marginal pro-ductivity theory-based investment (i.e.maintenance of current capital stock ina static theory) is to be viewed as “costsof production”, whereas the current pro-duction of consumption goods has to bedependent on new investments i.e. addi-

tion to capital stock. This new invest-ment, targeting additional output flow,would depend on future expectations (fu-ture investment flows that define expec-tations of growth prospects), and (there-fore) takes place under uncertainty (seeDavidson, 1978; Kregel, 1998). Everyshort run then captures these expecta-tions, which are held (by agents con-cerned) in varying degrees.
This understanding of “short run witha particular growth prospects” is impor-tant; it would provide a valid criticism ofthe Taylor rule of interest rate manage-ment.
To start, the expectation of growthprospects, seen as a historical sequenceof subsequent short runs, influences thecurrent short run rate of interest. Themain focus in GT is on the bond rate –expectation of future demands for bonds,based on a particular growth prospect,defines the current demand for bonds,and in turn determines the bond rate. Atthe same time, favorable growth expec-tation defines current new investmentthat is independent of current prior sav-ings, and it induces higher expected cur-rent production, which is also prior toreceipts. Then, bank lending, induced bythe needs of actual production, and inde-pendent of prior savings (deposits) is cru-cial both for the current income determi-nation process and growth prospects.

The lending rate has to be aligned
to the current bond rate, to per-
mit the required flow of endog-
enous money supply.
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This is the endogenous money thesis,which takes place with an accommodat-ing stance of the central bank (Kaldor,1970; Lavoie, 1984). Here, it is hypoth-esized (to be elaborated later) that thelending rate has to be aligned to the cur-rent bond rate, to permit the required flowof endogenous money supply.
However, such monetary prospectsalso depend on how growth is expectedto pan out: the exact expectations regard-ing the aggregate supply function thatembodies the expected evolution ofprices and wages would determine thetransaction demand for money. This in-fluence on the monetary prospects shouldbe taken note of.

Initial Outlines

In the present literature, how a cur-rent short run relates to actual growthprospects is fuzzy. The multiplier accel-eration hypothesis is notoriously naive(Davidson & Smolensky, 1964; Palumbo,2009). In this context, the present per-spective is an attempt to illustrate an al-ternative Keynesian short run that cancapture actual current growth prospectson a firmer basis. For example, a shortrun can be discussed in terms of autono-mous (finance-led) investment commit-ment that is more productive, comes withfavorable growth prospects – say, pro-ductive investment with long run highermarket access. In this context, thepresent perspective relies on the moreplausible Youngian-Kaldorian (Young,1928; Kaldor, 1972) thesis. It allows forthe growth of rate of investment thatdefines the growth possibility. It then

defines a sequence of Keynesian shortruns along the growth path, each shortrun capturing the growth possibilities. Togeneralize, different short periods withdifferent investment commitments wouldcapture different actual current growthprospects.
Different short periods with differ-
ent investment commitments
would capture different actual cur-
rent growth prospects.

 The purpose is to show that this per-mits a simple illustration of a dynamicmodel-based on the ISLM “logic” - tounderline the monetary prospects, say,whether the interest rate formations con-form to the growth prospects. The initialhypothesis, argued throughout the presentarticle is that evolution of monetary pros-pects should be aligned to the bond rate.If so, however, as discussed earlier, theevolution of prices that would shape thetransaction demand for money becomesimportant.
The dynamic ISLM would incorpo-rate the long run evolution of an aggre-gate supply curve that would indicate(hypothesized) co-movements of interestrate and prices. In fact (and contrary tothe argument of the price theory), ahigher growth phase would be associatedwith lower pressure on interest rate andprices, and the opposite would be true ofthe low stagnant growth phases (also seePadhi, 2018). Co-movements of interestrates and prices have a history. It is con-trary to the predictions underlying staticprice theory, which would predict higher
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interest rate in high growth phases; sincealong the productivity growth, the aggre-gate demand would match the supply in-creases, price stability (zero inflation) isalso a natural assumption. The earliestchallenge came by way of the Gibson’sParadox (Patinkin, 1968): historically, in-terest rates and the price level havemoved up and down together. Patinkin(1968: 122) invoked the Wicksellian pro-cess, which implies increases in aggre-gate demand more than the supply po-tential, explaining in turn upward co-movement in high growth phases; for in-stance, Taylor rule shows how the infla-tion permits adjustments of output to-wards potential one, to realize growthprospects.
However, exceptions to the aboveunderstanding of Taylor rule – co-move-ment of output and prices in expansion-ary phase except as temporary short runbursts - are there. Bruton (1951: 224-27)has noted, again as a historical fact, thatthe higher growth phases, resulting in thedeveloped status of present day developedcountries (and reflecting the impact oftechnological progress), were associatedwith a secular decrease in rate of interest(with stable inflation).  This cannot beexplained by the Taylor’s rule. The presentdynamic ISLM apparatus is used as asimple illustration to show that the excep-tions to Taylor’s rule can exist, as a his-torical possibility. It would take Bruton’s“paradox” as a point of departure, explain-ing that this may not be a paradox afterall, but with a rider that the causality doesnot run from lowering of interest rate tohigher growth phases. The focus shouldbe on the reverse causation.

Towards the Long Run ISLM: The
Antecedents

It can be argued that the ISLM is onlya short run apparatus meant to highlightthe two way causation between rate ofinterest and income. Here, however, itcan be stated that in this case, the focusis on the Keynesian synthesis-led inter-pretation of ISLM apparatus that canunderline the marginal productivitytheory-based adjustments (Pasinetti,1974). It can be shown that the variabil-ity of interest rate brings the savings intoequality with the investment that is re-quired for the purpose of the productionof the pre-existing normal output; thecorresponding rate of interest rate is thestandard price to which employmentshould adjust, if wage flexibility is al-lowed, defining the full employment out-come.
In this connection, it is also sug-gested that Keynes himself believed inthis short  run apparatus.  Patinkin(1987) adds that if the General Theory(GT) has to be viewed as a theoreticalexercise, Keynes himself suggestedthat he has nothing by a way of a theo-retical criticism of the basic HicksianISLM apparatus (that tries to interpretGT).
Though Keynes’s position has gen-erated a debate, the present perspectivehas a different take on it. Keynes onlyaccepts ISLM as an apparatus; however,he did not accept the Keynesian synthe-sis logic underlying it and viewed it as along run apparatus. This needs elabora-tion.
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Keynes on ISLM

To start, GT’s basic criticism of theclassics (and the Keynesian synthesisadjustments) should be taken note of.The classics (in stationary economy lan-guage) depend on an investment possi-bility that is entirely guided by savings,and the maintenance of the capital stock(and its utilization) requires that invest-ment in each period equals how much offixed capital is used up to produce out-put in that period. The savings-led sav-ings investment equality takes place at arate of interest that in turn equals thevalue of the used up capital stock.Keynes (in GT: 52-55), on the other hand,was pointing out that the decision to uti-lize the capital stock in a period dependson the possibility that the expected pro-ceeds (sale of production) exceed thetotal (prime) costs of production (i.e. theuser costs denoting how much of thecapital stock and purchased inputs arebeing used up for the production and thefactor costs). User costs would equal thenormal depreciation and the part of pur-chased inputs in the period that are usedup for the current production. For him, iftotal proceeds falls below the expectedone, the firms would just maintain thecapital stock (in its original efficiency)without utilizing it (and avoiding incurringof ‘higher’ user and factor costs in thecurrent period).1 The actual productionwould take place if the total purchasedinputs exceed the part of the being usedup, and in that case the excess adds tothe capital stock, which makes the pro-

ceeds to exceed the total costs. If GTbrings in the importance of the excessproceeds for the determination of income,this would involve demand that is morethan the demand created by the produc-tion of consumer goods in the currentperiod, and has to depend on investmentthat is more than accounted for by themarginal productivity theory. Moreover,the investment (addition to capital stock)has to be based on future expectations.
The marginal efficiency of capital
(mec), in conjunction with the ex-
pectation-based rate of interest,
guides the new investment.

In this understanding, as a crucialbuilding bloc, the expectation-basedKeynes GT model depends on the notionof income; Keynes (1973: 75), in his cor-respondence with Hicks, (strongly) in-
sisted that his concepts of user costs, in-come, etc. are central to the developmentof his ideas in the GT that emphasize theimportance of expectations. More specifi-cally, in GT, the focus is on the invest-ment that augments the capital stock, andhas autonomous characteristics i.e. unre-lated to current production, and dependsentirely on the expectation of future mar-ket size (GT: 138-9). In this context,Keynes brings in the marginal efficiencyof capital (mec) of new assets to definethe estimates of future yields of such in-vestment and such expectations also de-fine the monetary prospects that in turndetermine the rate of interest. The mar-ginal efficiency of capital (mec), in con-junction with the expectation-based rateof interest, guides the new investment.

1 They would do so, if the present value of futureprospects (proceeds minus the total costs) exceedsthe current maintenance costs.
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 Then, if a reduction of (or, low) cur-rent output is due to unfavorable expec-tations, an adjustment via possible reduc-tion in the short run rate of interest in-duced by wage  (and price) reduction, isnot enough; the deflation may in fact ne-gate the crucial revival of expectationsguiding investment (for a entire gamut ofthe debate, see, Cottrell, 1994).
Keynes’s strong misgiving towardsthe adjustments suggests that he wouldn’thave thought much of the Keynesian syn-thesis-led ISLM. He in fact was viewingthe apparatus as a device to illustrate howa determination of income, given an ini-tial exogenous investment, is not the fi-nal resting point, but induces furtherchanges in investment (and equilibriumincome) till a final resting point isreached. For Keynes (1973: 80-81), theISLM apparatus has to involve thechanges in the investment commitments(and effective demand), defining differ-ent equilibrium income levels, etc., but hewas dismissive of giving the role of thecurrent income in inducing further invest-ments. The issue is: what then explainsthe changes in investments? Are theyguided by the changes in rate of interest,as suggested by the Hicksian ISLM, orother factors are indicated?
In the literature, Keynes’s under-standing of ISLM never caught on;Keynes himself did not take much inter-est in long run growth prospects, and hadno further interest in ISLM. The issuehowever is: is the line of thinking signifi-cant? The rest of the perspective will bedevoted to answering this question. Thecontextual issue is: suppose the agents

hold on to a growth expectation, does theimplicit real forces affect the evolutionof rate of interest (and prices), and if so,does it provide the challenge (to Taylor’srule based expectations)? To start, how-ever, the focus has to be on whether theinclusion of growth expectations (and thestudy of their impacts) is consistent withthe GT.
Towards a Dynamic ISLM

Keynes in GT’s short run frameworktook a particular future expectation to begiven, which in turn determines the ex-pected profitability of new assets and adeterminate long run bond rate, after tak-ing all expectation-led money market in-fluences into account (i.e. equating it tothe money rate of interest i.e. equaliza-tion of short and long rate). In the senseKeynes made the model completely de-terminate with respect to the expecta-tion: the mec (the bond rate) permits theinvestment opportunities that determinethe expected income (and prices) (thatconforms to the expected money marketinfluences). In this interpretation, accord-ing to the present perspective, Keynesprovided a (GE) approach (taking com-modity and money market) where all ac-tions are based on a particular prevailingexpectation. Given any particular expec-tation, there is no variability of inter-
est rates.

Following the logic, favorable futureexpectation will result in higher presentinvestment commitment (that in turn de-fines higher income possibility), and theopposite would be true of unfavorablefuture expectations. If so, it can further
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be supposed that such differences in theexpectations, guiding different investmentcommitments, also bring in the changesin liquidity preference-based bond rate.If the expectation of future is favorable,the certainty of investment commitments(i.e., favorable mec) for present and fu-ture income prospects would imply thatthe agents would be willing to lend (with-out immediate payments), say, throughbonds that require sacrificing present in-come (present liquidity) in lieu of a defi-nite higher future income prospects (fu-ture liquidity prospects) and this timepreference based on liquidity preferencetranslates into lower interest rate; it hasto be added that this time preference isalso guided by the fact that the agentsexpect that the rate of interest woulddecrease further (increasing the capitalcertainty of present decision (to purchasebonds). Conversely, unfavorable expec-tations would be associated with higheruncertainty and higher present liquiditypreference - a low level of investmentwould be associated with higher (bond)rate of interest.
Investment is a function of rate of
interest, but is distinct from that
of the marginal productivity theory
conception of it.

Then, Keynes’s GT logic admits ofthe variability of both interest rates andinvestment commitments, but the focusis not on the changes in the interest rate(or the savings out of income) that de-termine the changes in investment. Now,it is the changes in expectation that ex-plain the variability of both mec and rate

of interest, determining in turn thechanges in the volume of investment; inthis case, in functional form, investmentis a function of rate of interest, but is dis-tinct from that of the marginal produc-tivity theory conception of it.
Therefore, if IS curve were to tracedifferent income levels, they have to besupported by the changes in the expec-tation that define different mec (and in-come levels). In this sense, the presentperspective accepts the logic ofO’Donnell and Rogers (2016) that ‘IS’curve should trace mec (i.e. long runbond rate) and the corresponding incomelevels, with lower mec (and bond rate)associated with higher investment oppor-tunities (and income levels), but maintainsthat each mec (and bond rate) is specificto a particular expectation and differentpoints along the IS curve (i.e. differentmec) should trace the impact of differ-ent expectations.
However, the logic of ISLM appara-tus demands that current expectation-based investment commitment inducesmore favorable future expectations, in-ducing higher investment commitments(associated with lower rate of interest);in this sense, it requires that investmentcommitments define growth expectations.In a way, Keynes’s discussion of futureexpectations involves growth expecta-tions. That is, given current (period 1)capital stock, if the current expectationdetermines the investment (and the in-come), the expectation surrounding cur-rent investment also involves the future(period 2) income corresponding to thefuture capital stock (augmented by cur-
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rent investment), which in turn is depen-dent on the expectation about future in-vestments, and so on. It is this growthexpectation that defines the variability ofinvestment (and interest rates) that in turncan define a particular IS curve.
 This shows that the initial commit-ment, and initial income, does not definea final resting point but that there is theevolution of investment commitment tilla final resting point is reached (with ref-erence to any given growth expectation).(Keynes then could be viewing the ap-paratus as something that is tracing thisdynamic implication of GT, to define afinal resting point.)
These initial understandings suggestthat ISLM apparatus deals with growthexpectations created by initial investmentcommitment. Then the issue is: if, follow-ing Keynes, current realized income doesnot induce such changes, how thechanges are effected? The following sec-tion takes up the issue of the investmentcommitment-led historical factors thatdetermine growth prospects; the discus-sion of which permits the understandingof the possibility of different growth ex-pectations. The section following wouldintegrate the growth expectation with theISLM apparatus to show how differentgrowth prospects permit different finalresting place.

Youngian-Kaldorian Growth
Expectations

In the Keynesian approach, the fo-cus is on growth possibility enjoining au-tonomous investment (i.e. investment

autonomous of savings out of current in-come, say finance-led) that realizes cur-rent income (and savings). Here, if highergrowth phases are commonplace and areroutinely guided by productivity growth,the implication is that the autonomousinvestment also induces further invest-ment possibilities (say, by making the in-cidence of uncertainty and liquidity pref-erences less important). If followingKeynes, a multiplier-accelerator theoryis to be discounted, a particular focus canbe on the ‘autonomous investment cre-ating external economies’, and thus in-ducing further investment possibility’ pro-cess. Keynes (GT: 163) holds that theprofitable investment projects that cre-ate ‘external economies’ (i.e., resultingin higher social profitability), in fact, miti-gate the effects of uncertainty (and li-quidity preference), and can effect a re-vival. It is true that he was emphasizingthis advantage with respect to (autono-mous) public investment, but it can bemaintained that he would have given suchimportance to private investments also,if only they can create the externaleconomies. The latter possibility needscareful elaboration.
The present perspective does not relymuch on the new neo classical endog-enous growth theories where ‘humancapital’ (making physical capital moreproductive) creates the external econo-mies (externalities?) that in turn permitits ‘own’ growth (and ensuring produc-tivity growth). The problem is not withthe insight into the developed growthprospects that highlights the importanceof the external economies created byhuman capital,  but with the
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conceptualization of the external econo-mies-based growth of human capital viaa well behaved production function wherehuman capital is an additional argument(see Solow, 2000).
Coming back to the insight, and herethe endogenous growth theories mostlyrely on Young (1928), the present per-spective focuses more on the Keynesian(Kaldor, 1972), Young’s ‘investment be-getting further investment process’ thatprovides a historical account of highergrowth phases.
Following Padhi (2015), it can beadded that the Youngian division of labor-led growth, even if involves credit led in-flation to some extent, lends itself to longrun price stability with reference to a longrun supply curve (see the section below).The implied intermediate cost reductionand the price rigidity (based on the rigidinter-linkages of various specializationsthat define the division of labor) ensuresthat higher nominal value added per unitof output as the (double deflation) realvalue added is increased, permitting higherwages and profits. The further division oflabor, highlighting the tendencies towardsthe specialization between firms, permitsgreater outsourcing that in turn allows thegrowth of wages and profits at a givenprice. Here, if higher wages (and reinvest-ment of profits) add to the demand growth,it reinforces further division of labor-ledgrowth prospects.
A crucial issue is: do the prospects(and certainty) of future division of laborthat is more productive discourage thepresent investment commitment in the ini-

tial division of labor (e.g. Keynes’ skepti-cism regarding the ‘more productive’ fu-ture investment)? The present perspec-tive holds that the initiation of division oflabor (guided by prospective higher re-turns) defines the dynamic firms who arecommitted to investment plans, and thescope for further division of labor is noth-ing but the realization of such investmentplans (of different firms) that adds more(and new) specializations, or allows thefirms to be more specific regarding itsnarrow specializations (say, viaoutsourcing). Then, these possible futureprospects of more productive investments(i.e. further division of labor) do not makethe present commitment in the initial divi-sion of labor obsolete; they only define thescope of realignments to make the presentcommitments more profitable in the future(through the scope of further division oflabor). Also, the search for greater mar-ket (and profits) by way of the division oflabor (and the further division of labor) isnot based on price reductions, per se; thecoming up of sophisticated products canensure higher income elasticity of demanddespite their possible higher prices, as theoverall market size is increased (and theintermediate costs reduction takes care ofthe higher selling costs and the higher prof-its).
ISLM: The Dynamic
Considerations

The present section endeavors toconstruct a long run ISLM that can cap-ture the force (or absence) of the dy-namic Youngian acceleration principlei.e. the external economies-led ‘invest-ment begetting further investment” pos-
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sibilities. At the outset, the focus is onthe expectation of a particular growthphase. In response to an invention, or newdeployment of resources and new activi-ties, businesspersons always anticipate itspotential, how it is going to impact dif-ferent businesses and coming up of newbusiness opportunities, etc.; nonethelessit would have a definite revival phase.
Force of the acceleration principledepends on the nature of investment. Forexample, if the focus is on the initial au-tonomous investment that defines ‘tradi-tional investment’ (Young here also hintsat the targeting of higher scale econo-mies), the acceleration principle would beabsent (for the problematic conceptionof the principle with a given capital out-put ratio (Davidson & Smolensky, 1964;Palumbo, 2009). On the other hand, thehistorical possibility of the Youngian divi-sion of labor-led growth process wouldunderline the force of the principle.
Different possible growth expecta-tions, based on differences in the natureof investment, imply different profit ex-pectations associated with current invest-ment. If the growth expectation associ-ated with traditional investment is unfa-vorable, the current investment wouldembody low profits expectation. Similarly,external economies-led ‘an investmentbegetting further investment process’,embodying favorable growth expectation,implies current investments would em-body higher profits expectation. (Theassumption is: higher the initial investmentcommitment, the higher would be thegrowth expectation)  Then, one can con-struct different IS curves. IS1 embody-

ing unfavorable growth expectationwould trace current investment with lowprofits expectation. On the other hand,IS2, embodying favorable growth expec-tations, would trace current investmentwith higher profits expectation. Thesecan be related to the required rate of in-terest (i.e. bond rate), to induce higherinvestment along a growth expectationand (the resulting) income (and savings)equilibrium outcomes.2 The required ratewould indicate the willingness to pay acurrent interest rate in relation to theexpectation of profits (i. e. repaymentterms) that the current investment em-bodies. Given low profit expectation, themovement along the downward slopingIS curve would require drastic reductionin bond rate; IS1 is steeper. On the otherhand, IS2 would define a flatter slope,based on higher expectation, i.e. the slidealong the curve does not require drasticreduction in the bond rate.

2 Each IS curve traces the possible determination ofdifferent short run income levels (via the multiplier)corresponding to different current values ofinvestment; however, the initial investment isresponsible for growth expectations, inducing theeconomy to move along a moving equilibrium,tracing possible future income levels.
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Towards the “Long Run” LM curve

However, the evolution of moneyrate of interest, based on overall mon-etary prospects, would be different indifferent growth expectations. There arethree different types of influences. First,it has been already suggested that if in-vestment commitment indicates highergrowth expectations, the public and bankswould be willing to part with liquidity, orthe actual bond rate (based on such ex-pectation) would be lower; on the otherhand, for the same reason, if the growthexpectation does not exist, the bond ratewould be higher.
If investment commitment indi-
cates higher growth expectations,
the public and banks would be will-
ing to part with liquidity, or the
actual bond rate (based on such ex-
pectation) would be lower.

Second, implicit in the analysis of “in-dependence of investment”, expectations(and potential production-led demand formoney) would guide the endogenousmoney supply. With respect to favorableexpectation, banks are willing to lend,independent of prior savings (deposits)by creating deposits (i.e. creation ofmoney), and would indicate the endog-enous growth of money. The higher thegrowth expectation, higher would be theforce of such growth of money.
Third, the growth expectation wouldalso define the transaction demand formoney, which would mainly be guided byexpectation of prices along the expected

long run supply curve. Different growthexpectations can embody different longrun supply curves (relating the expectedrevenues from the different income lev-els corresponding to different investmentcommitments). If investment commit-ment is towards the traditional projects,the pressure would come from the de-creasing returns-led higher costs (of vari-able inputs including wage goods); thesupply curve is expected to rise and beconvex to the income axis, emphasizingthat the prices increase as more incomeis generated (through higher investmentcommitments). On the other hand, if thecommitment is towards division of labor,and it induces further investment, all ac-tions take place via higher labor produc-tivity growth that translates into reduc-tion in the intermediate costs in the faceof sticky prices (that permit both special-ization-based higher wages and higherprofits), and the long run supply curve(allowing for constant share of wagesand profits - an assumption) would be ris-ing, but remaining linear to the employ-ment axis.
In the present context, it can be sug-gested that the “money market”, now,would evaluate the above three growthprospects-led monetary prospects, and inturn would determine the actual courseof money rate of interest. This in turnwould be indicated by the LM curve. Itcan be added that in this perspective, thecomplex factors that define the complexi-ties of different rates of interest, saybased on interactions of different mar-kets, guide the monetary prospects; apossible increase in the raw materialprice, if translates into higher overall
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price, also affects future investment pros-pects via higher monetary pressure onbond rate. There is then the need of theLM curve to study the pressure comingfrom the money market via the long rungrowth expectations, and highlights theexpectation-based supply side relevanceof GT.
The IS and LM interaction wouldshow a particular adjustment process.The IS curve would show the currentrequired bond rate corresponding to thecurrent investment commitment. The LMcurve would take into account the growthexpectations that define the actual courseof money rate of interest. It is possiblethat the current money rate of interestcan be different from the current requiredbond rate. The higher the current requiredbond rate in relation to the overall moneyrate of interest, the higher would be thepossibility of more profitable further in-vestment commitments, explaining thesliding down along the IS curve; the LMcurve in relation to the IS curve, for anycurrent income, provides the signal forfurther investment commitments. Thiswill continue till IS and LM intersects,and the money market clears i.e. theequalization of the current bond rate andthe expectation-based money rate.
Then, the present perspective (by itsthrust) tries to show that the differentgrowth expectations, define different LMcurves. First, why should the LM curvestart with a low position? Perhaps, initiallow income level explains a low transac-tion demand for money. However, if theIS curve is IS1, indicating higher uncer-tainty surrounding future investment com-

mitments (i.e. lower growth expectation),it defines both lower capital certainty (ofbonds) and the possibility (expectation)of higher income certainty if the bondspurchases are postponed, both inducinghigher present liquidity preference; there-fore, higher would be the pressure on thebond rate. So, again, there are twoforces, and the initial position can behigher, if the latter influence is more bind-ing (the position of LM1 in the diagram3).
The slope of the curve (LM1) wouldbe defined by the growth expectation(and long run supply curve) along IS1.Here, the pressure coming from the bondrate is expected to be maintained (or in-crease, by definition) and that of the pres-sure coming from the short rate also isexpected to rise, say, when the highercommitments define a rising long run sup-ply curve with higher prices. It should bestressed that bank lending rate for theendogenous money supply adjusts to thisexpectations/supply conditions. All in all,starting with a higher position (LM1), theLM curve would be rising.
The additional consideration is the “fi-nance motive”; is an important contribu-tion, Davidson (1965; following Keynes,1937) pointed out that if a steady stateaffairs with respect to investment andoutput flow is expected and current lowexpectation does not induce the bankingsystem and public to part with more li-quidity, the firms (expecting a turnaround)can plan for higher autonomous higherinvestment that translates into higher“transaction demand for money” formeeting the need of the increase in in-
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vestment (i.e. the finance motive forhigher transaction demand). This in-creased demand for money would putmore pressure on the rate of interest, andthe LM curve would bodily shift up. Inthe present context also, since, movementalong IS1 visualizes such increases ininvestment, and there would be less will-ingness to part with liquidity (i.e. thehigher induced bond rate due to unfavor-able growth expectations), correspond-ing to the curve, the upward sloping LMcurve is expected to shift up as well (i.e.the dashed LM 1 in the diagram).
This increased demand for money
would put more pressure on the
rate of interest, and the LM curve
would bodily shift up.

 These above considerations show,corresponding to IS1, the LM curve wouldbe at an initial higher position and wouldbe rising (and also shifting upwards), lead-ing to an actual expansion along the IScurve which would be low. If the initialcommitment and growth expectation islow, the expansion will also be limited inscope.

But if the commitment is one ofhigher initial investment towards the ini-tiation of division of labor, IS2 is the rel-evant curve (with higher growth expec-tations). Corresponding to it, the specu-lative demand for money would be lower(guided by higher future capital certaintyand expected decrease in future incomecertainty), and with the initial low trans-action demand for money, the LM curve’sinitial position would be lower i.e., LMnow refers to LM2. In addition, even ifthe higher growth expectation (and higherfuture investment commitments) wouldbe associated with higher transactiondemand for money, it is also specific to along run supply curve with a given price,and such commitments embodied in fu-ture division of labor, now, permitting in-termediate costs reduction (say, moreefficient outsourcing that specializationspermit), put less pressure on the shortrate. Moreover, since higher investmentcommitments come with higher growthexpectations, the pressure from the bondrate will decline. Here, if the endogenousmoney supply is attuned to the bond rate(and the long run supply curve), the be-havior of the bond rate would determinethe money rate that captures overallmonetary prospects.
Since higher investment commit-
ments come with higher growth
expectations, the pressure from
the bond rate will decline.

The revival implies that the LM2 canmove along a straight line, permittingsome increase eventually (allowing forthe fact that growth expectations refers
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to a given growth phase). This configu-ration of the IS and LM curves (higherdifference between current bond andexpectation-based money rates) permitsmuch pronounced expansion of incomelevel. Moreover, the demand for moneyarising from the finance motive would,now, be weaker; if public and banks (withan accommodating institutional setting,see Davidson, 1965: 59) are willing to partwith more liquid (as indicated by the in-duced decrease in the bond rate), thefirms would be induced to keep less forthe finance motive, and the LM curvecorresponding to IS2 would face a down-ward shift.

It can be seen that a higher (and ris-ing) LM curve (i.e., LM1) is consistentwith lower investment commitments; thereverse is true when the investment com-mitment (market size) is higher; more-over, in the latter case, if the policy fo-cus is on inducing higher growth expec-tations, it defines the LM curve whoseinitial position is low and that remains al-most horizontal as expansion takes place,permitting in turn the transition to higherincome level.

Concluding Remarks

The basic difference between the neoclassical theory (and its adaptation in thenew Keynesian Taylor ’s rule) andKeynes’s present perspective should benoted. The former is concerned mainlywith a given normal output in a periodthat in turn defines the normal rate ofinterest (with some inflation), which be-comes the policy anchor. In sharp con-trast, Keynes’s normal output comes withnew investment opportunities that alsogenerate further investment opportuni-ties; (if so, in the literature) this growthprospects would demand that the as-sumption of a “given money supply” is tobe given up for an endogenous moneythesis in which banks lend (and centralbanks would generally play the accom-modating role), to actualize these inducedinvestment opportunities, independent ofprior savings deposits. Then, the growthprospects depend on the possibility thataggregate demand in a period alwaysoutpaces existing potential supply, andcan result in some spurt in inflation. How-ever, in an important sense, the pricemovement (i.e. evolution of inflation)would be anchored on the long run sup-ply curve; and, in high growth phase, in-flation would be stable. The perspectivewould also hold that if the Taylor’s rule,in the initial signs of some higher infla-tion, increases the policy rate, and in-
The growth prospects depend on
the possibility that aggregate de-
mand in a period always outpaces
existing potential supply, and can
result in some spurt in inflation.
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duces a halt to the endogenous money, ithampers the long run evolution of thegrowth prospects; for instance, the LMcurve would sharply increase, and a slow-down of investment opportunities canadversely affect the position of the IScurve.
The point is: low (or downward) pres-sure on the current rate of interest in highgrowth phases and the co-movement ofprice level, as a policy focus, are an-chored on the long run supply curve (orthe expectations of it). The favorable longrun supply curve, however, is endogenous- depends on pace of the growth of ag-gregate demand, which in turn, is depen-dent on a monetary stance that is per-missive of endogenous money growth. Toput it differently, if money policy is per-missive, growth of demand embodied inhigher pace of investment opportunitiesprovides the favorable long run supplycurve on which the stability of inflationwould be anchored.

The growth of aggregate demand,
facilitated by proper monetary
policy, manages supply constraints
the best.

That the division of labor basedgrowth process needs the support of thegrowth of aggregate demand is wellknown (Kaldor, 1972). There are otherconsiderations – Kaldor (1981) speaks ofproper industrialization. This emphasisneeds further elaboration. The investmentprospects have to be financed-led to per-mit the Keynesian enlargement of mar-ket size in each step, and the required

finance, in volume and easy terms, shouldbe forthcoming. The growth of aggregatedemand, facilitated by proper monetarypolicy, manages supply constraints thebest.
First, there would be cases of tradi-tional industries, and if they create sup-ply constraints, can induce macro de-creasing returns, negating the division oflabor-led increasing returns. However,the growth of aggregate demand, inducedby the division of labor-led increasingreturns, now, embodies learning by do-ing, and human capital formation ( Padhi,2014) that can transform the traditionalfirms – making them conform to the in-creasing returns growth prospects.
Second, the high growth phase canbe an important aspect of market econo-mies that give the importance to profitaugmentation. However, it creates itsown (grave) problems; because the con-text is one of the historical possibilitiesthat are path dependent, allowing ‘depar-tures’. The growth of market size caninduce higher monopoly based profits thatare derived from higher scale economies.The latter do not induce further growth;it in fact may hamper the competition-based growth prospects (Chandra &Sandilands, 2005; Padhi, 2016). There-fore, there is the role of the industrialpolicies to guide growth prospects: sup-port for the division of labor-led expan-sions, and discouragement to the scalebased expansions. In this case, if someincidence of scale-based firms cannot beassumed away, the division of labor-based growth of demand can supportthese scale phenomena.
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Third, even if the industrial policy isin place, the division of labor -led growthprocess supports the coming up of newtasks, new products, new industries thatmay create fundamental uncertainty(Padhi, 2015a). Greater growth of aggre-gate demand, on the other hand, can pro-vide the support to both traditional ex-pansions and new ones.
Last, Kaldor (1981) highlighted thatif the Youngian growth processes startunevenly, the division of labor-led cumu-lative causation process breeds furtheruneven growth and the slow growing sec-tors can create supply constraints. In thiscase, the countries have to rely on im-ports, but then the division of labor-ledgrowth of demand that manifest itself inexports growth can manage the imports.

If long run supply curve underly-
ing growth prospects is the anchor
for a more permissive monetary
policy, the policy stance, and the
resultant aggregate demand sup-
port defines the supply curve.

It should be stressed that supply sidedisruptions can adversely affect mon-etary prospects, say, implying higher li-quidity preference (and the LM 2 curvenow can slope upwards). However, ifproper monetary support for increases inaggregate demand (with some higherperiodical inflation) is allowed for, say,more permissive attitude for endogenousmoney growth (as against the Taylor’srule), the supply constraints can be miti-gated, and the long run supply curvewould make inflation temporary. This

means if long run supply curve underly-ing growth prospects is the anchor for amore permissive monetary policy, thepolicy stance, and the resultant aggregatedemand support defines the supply curve!So much like Keynes who often re-marked: in economics, everything de-pends on everything else – but the inter-actions have to be structured!
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